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1. GENERAL  

The MWH Independent Engineer (IE) team, together with a representative of Natural Resources Canada, attended project 
briefings in St John’s and participated in site visits to various Lower Churchill Project (LCP) work sites in both Labrador and 
the Island during November 2 to 6, 2015.  Joe Krupski represented Canada on the site visits and the IE was represented by 
Nik Argirov (IE Project Lead), and John Young (IE Geotechnical Subject Matter Expert (SME)), Paul Hewitt (IE Cost & Sched-
ule SME) and Hamdy Khalil (IE Transmission Lines SME). Representatives from the Government of Newfoundland & Labra-
dor  included Cloony Mercer and Craig Martin (only present at the briefing on November 2 ). The itinerary was as follows: 

 

 November 2:   

o am:  Update briefings at the St. John’s Nalcor office 

 November 3: 

o am:  Travel from St. John’s to Goose Bay 

o am:  Site visit to the North Spur 

o pm:  Site visit to the spillway site and the powerhouse site 

 November 4: 

o am: Travel from Goose Bay to Churchill Falls by road 

o am:  Site visits to the new Churchill Falls Switchyard 

o pm:  Travel from Churchill Falls to Goose Bay by road, stopping to view HVac construction  

o pm (evening):  Flight from Goose Bay to Blanc Sablon 

 November 5: 

o am: Site visit to the Forteau HVDC buried cable area and to the electrode station at L’Anse-au-Diable 

o pm:  Flight from Blanc Sablon to St. John’s 

 November 6:   

o am and pm:  Site Visits to Soldiers Pond and Dowden's Point.  

o pm: Wrap-up meetings at Nalcor office in St. John’s 

Principal observations and comments on the active construction works are presented in the following paragraphs.  Labeled 

photographs are presented in Appendix A. 

 

2. NORTH SPUR 

Considerable progress has been made on construction at this site and construction work on the slope stabilization measures 
at the North Spur was proceeding well at the time of the November 3, 2015 site visit.  Photographs taken during the visit are 
presented in Appendix A – Section 1.  The site visit observations are summarized as follows: 

 

a)  Upstream Slope Construction  

 

 All major excavation work in the upstream slope has been completed.  Work related to placement of the upstream 

blanket is at an advanced stage  (Photos 1.1 and 1.2) 
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 The upstream slope slurry/cement cut-off wall (which consists of a total of 49 overlapping panels) has been complet-

ed.  Each panel is 0.6 m wide, 13.5 m long and 6 to 17 m deep (dimensions may vary locally).  Panels had an over-

lap of 200 mm to ensure that no windows form between them. The wall was placed in a single step, the final 

bentonite/cement mixture was added during excavation to (a) be a stabilizer to keep the trench open, and (b) to be 

left in place to set and become the final cut-off wall. The wall is made up of a bentonite/cement slurry, was mixed on 

site (Photo 1.9) and delivered to the trench by pipe. The slurry is a plastic bentonite/cement mixture with a 28 day 

strength of 300 to 400 KPa.  Batching quantities are as follows; 

o 1000 kg water 

o 280 kg cement (contains about 25% silica fume) 

o 35 kg bentonite 

o 5 kg Aquatix  (fluidizer which also retards the set) 

 The top of the wall was collared from the initial toe berm at el 20.0m.   The base of the wall was extended 2 m into 

the “Lower Clay”. The top of the lower clay is nominally at approximately el  5m  or el 10 m, but “as built” construction 

experience documented, the surface of the clay is irregular and varies by  about 3 to 5 m.  At 46 of the 49 panels, the 

top of the lower clay was within 15 m depth and the wall was successfully installed to a maximum depth of about 17 

m with a long stick backhoe.  At three of the panels, (nos. 32, 33 and 34 respectively) the top of the clay is a few me-

tres below the effective reach of the long stick backhoe. Excavation of these were done with the clam shell excavator 

(Photo 1.12).  The clam shell excavator will also be used in 2016 to construct the north cut-off wall which will cut 

across the axis of the North Spur.   

 The impervious blanket, together with the protective layers of granular transition material and riprap, has been placed 

up to el 27m (Photos 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5).  The impervious blanket consists of compacted silly till, overlain by a sandy fil-

ter and granular transition zone.  Appropriately graded rockfill has been placed in the rip-rap blanket. 

 All major fill placement works have been terminated for the winter season.  At the time of the site visit equipment and 

crews were placing a temporary protective blanket over the exposed top of the impervious blanket (Photo 1.10).  The 

purpose of this is to protect the compacted material from frost disturbance during the winter months. 

 All construction works were observed to be good quality and in accordance with accepted practices.  The work to 

date is on schedule or ahead of schedule. 

 
b) Upstream Slope Geological Observations 

 The Upper Sand and Upper Clay are exposed in the upstream slope above el 20m.  Site geologists report that the 

material is most interlayered sand and silt (Photos 1.5 and 1.11 and 1.13).  Most of the layering is discontinuous and 

most layers pinch out horizontally. 

 There are a number of minor water seepages from sand layers in the excavated faces.  In the past this has caused 

minor localized washouts but has not caused any significant geotechnical issues.  It was noted that temporary slopes 

in the sands and slits are very susceptible to erosion but once again this is not a problem since the slopes are tempo-

rary and will be covered.   

 No manifestations of “quick” behavior in clay/silt materials have been noted during excavations in the upstream slope 

of the North Spur.  It was observed by geotechnical site staff that excavated material adheres together in clumps, 
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even after being dumped into the haul trucks. This is unlike typical “quick” materials which would normally lose cohe-

sion and liquefy to slurry after such rough handling.  Additionally, the cut-off wall trench panels were stable during ex-

cavation in the upper sands and silts and no liquefaction of “quick” materials was noted during excavation works.  At 

the same time, much of the silt/clay material appears to be sensitive to strength loss when disturbed.  This was con-

firmed by an excavator operator who noted that much of the silt/clay material is very “different” from clays he has 

worked with elsewhere.  He observed that the material becomes noticeably softer and less competent when excavat-

ed.  He further said that the change in excavation properties was very noticeable when disturbed by the excavator.    

 An anomalous feature was noted in the excavations above el 27.0 m in the transition between the Upstream and 

Downstream cutoff walls. As shown on Photos 1.12 and 1.13, the soil layering in the lower slope is tilted into the 

slope at an angle of about 30 degrees from horizontal.  At mid-height the layers are inclined about 15 to 20 degrees 

in the opposite direction.  The layering at the top of the slope is subhorizontal, conforming to the general trend of soil 

strata in the North Spur.  This feature was discussed with Nalcor and the SNC geotechnical staff.  It was concluded 

that, while this feature could be evidence of old slumping near the shoreline, it is most likey a relict glacial kettle fea-

ture.  SNC noted that the geotechnical design of the upstream slope accommodates the possibility of disturbed 

ground from old shoreline slumping.  It was also noted that earlier CPT testing at this location has shown that sub-

surface soil properties are normal.  In light of this, the feature has little impact on the geotechinal stabity of the slope 

under construction. 

 

c) Downstream Slope Construction 

To date, and in accordance with the planned schedule, relatively limited work has been carried out in the downstream slope 
area.  The following items were observed during the site visit: 

 

  Slope excavations have been carried out at the top and toe of the downstream slope to carry out overall slope flattening 

as per the design.  The toe berm has been constructed along the southern half of the slope (Photos 1.14, 1.15 and 1.16).  

Extensive excavation has been carried out at the top of the slope as part of the slope flattening works (Photos 1.16, 1.18 

and 1.19).  This work is not significantly weather sensitive and will be ongoing for the foreseeable future. 

 

 A toe berm has been excavated in the south half of the slope and rockfill/riprap placement was underway.. (Photo 1.20).   

One of the buried toe drains has been completed in this area.  

 The Kettle Lakes outlet gully (Photo 1.21) and the outlet drain of the dewatering wells (Photo 1.22) were viewed.  As can 

be seen on Photo 1.22, the wells were discharging a small continuous flow, estimated to be less than 10 l/min.. 

 All construction works were observed to be good quality and in accordance with accepted practices.  The work to date is 

well ahead of schedule. 

 

3. SPILLWAY  

Views of the spillway construction site at the time of November 3, 2015 site visit are shown in Photos 2.1 to 2.3.  Comments 
and observations are as follows: 
 

 Major concrete works have been completed (Photos 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) for the spillway structure.  Some concrete place-

ment work was underway at the tops of the right and left transition dams (Photo 2.3). 
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 Preparatory works for gate guide installations were underway and steel components of the gate and stop log guides were 

being delivered and stockpiled in the upstream spillway bay (photos 2.2 and 2.3).  Work is scheduled to continue on the 

gates throughout the winter. 

 While it is understood that there has been some minor schedule slippage, it would appear at this time that the Spillway 

will be ready for river diversion, as scheduled for next summer. 

 The activities and construction works observed were all in accordance to good construction practice standards.   

 

4. POWERHOUSE / TAILRACE  

Views of the powerhouse construction site at the time of November 3, 2015 site visit are shown in Photos 2.6 to 2.13.  Com-
ments and observations are as follows: 

 
 Astaldi’s progress on the powerhouse construction is behind schedule.  This work is on the critical path and directly im-

pacts initial power generation at Muskrat Falls.  Nalcor is currently evaluating new completion dates for the works and 

will release new completion schedule by the end of Q1, 2016. 

 Astaldi has mobilized two additional 300 ton Crawler Cranes both on the upstream and downstream sides of the power-

house and has relocated all their temprorary facilities adjacent to the powerhouse. 

 The contractor was in the middle of dismantling the temporary ICS (Integrated Cover System) shelter (Photos 2.6, 2.7 

and 2.8).  This structure covers Units 1 and 2.  Limited work is currently being done at these bays/units (Photos 2.9 and 

2.10), because the dismantling of the shelter is imposing safety restrictions. 

 Work is proceeding on the scroll cases and base slabs concrete for units 3 and 4 (Photos 2.11 and 2.12), as well as on 

the power intakes base slabs and piers.  As can be seen on the photographs, winter shelters and heaters have been in-

stalled at these locations as well as at Units 1 and 2 so that construction works can continue on a limited basis during the 

upcoming winter months. 

 Concrete placement for the transition dam between the Powerhouse excavation and the Spillway was substantially fin-

ished  Small concrete pours were needed at the top of this structure. 

 

5. COFFERDAMS 

Construction activity associated with cofferdams was observed on November 3, 2015. Cofferdam performance during the past 
6 months has been excellent.  New cofferdam constructions as part of the North & South Dam contract (awarded to Barnard 
Pennecon Joint Venture) were underway at the time of the site visit. The site visit observations are summarized as follows. 

 

 Intake Cofferdam:  Fill placement was being carried out for the intake cofferdam, just upstream of the powerhouse intake 

(Photo 2.14 and figure on Photo 2.15).  Till impervious fill and granular transition material were being placed and com-

pacted. 

 River Channel Cofferdam:  The contractor was constructing a starter berm for the main river channel cofferdam on the 

right bank of the river near the upstream end of the spillway (Photos 2.15 and 2.16).  Both the upstream and downstream 

berms were being constructed to a planned length of approximately 50 m.  Work will then be terminated shortly for the 

winter months and resumed during 2016 when the main cofferdam will be completed.  The contractor appears to be on 

track for river diversion early summer 2016. 
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6. CHURCHILL FALLS SWITCHYARD 

A brief site visit was made to the Churchill Falls Switchyard  on November 4, 2015.  Photographs are presented in Sections 3 

of Appendix A.  All excavations, fill placement and site grading have been substantially completed.  The contractor Pomerleau 

was busy pouring cast-in-place foundations for many of the electrical structures, as shown in the photographs 3.1, 3.2, and 

3.3.  Work was advanced on the foundation of the GIS building (Photo 3.4) and the blast walls for the transformers (Photo 

3.5).  All the precast foundations to be placed next spring were onsite.  It was expected that work on site would only continue 

for several more weeks before shutting down for the winter months. 

 

7. HVAC TRANSMISSION LINE BETWEEN MUSKRAT FALLS & CHURCHILL 
FALLS 

Opportunity was provided to view some activities on the HVac transmission line on November 4, 2015.  Work is proceding 

ahead of schedule between Muskrat Falls and Churchill Falls with approximately 75% overall completion.  The quality of clear-

ing and cleanup along the transmission line is good (Photo 3.10). More than 95% of the foundations and 90% of the anchoring 

and anchor tests have been completed.  More than 85% of the structures have been assembled.  Approximately 77 % of the 

tower erections and 50% of the conduit stringing were completed. 

Cable stringing work was witnessed about midway between Churchill Falls and Muskrat Falls (Photos 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9). 

The construction is advancing very well with an expected completion date of Q1/Q2 of 2016. Photo 3.11 shows some of the 

completed sections of the transmission line. 

 

8. HVDC TRANSMISSION LINE BETWEEN MUSKRAT FALLS & FORTEAU 

The work is advancing in all areas including access, structure hauling, structure assembly and structure erection.  

Observations made in the field on November 5, 2015  include the following: 

 The quality of clearing along the transmission line is good. 

 Foundation is more than 40% complete (Photo 3.12). 

 Tower assembley is more than 40% complete (Photo 3.13). 

 Tower erection is approximately 15% complete (Photo 3.14.) 

 Stringing has just started with only a small section being completed. 

 The IE also visited the material yard (Photos 3.15 & 3.16.) 

 

9. FORTEAU SUBMARINE CABLE LANDFALL SITE 

The Forteau submarine cable landfall site was visited on November 5, 2015.  Photographs are presented in Appendix A-

Section 4.   
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 The land sections of the submarine cables have been laid in the trench between the shoreline landfall and the transition 

compaund (Photos 4.1, 4.2 and 4.6). 

 Scaffolding has been erected for the vertical electrode installation at the head of each cable (Photos 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5.). 

The vertical porcelain insulators were scheduled to be lifted into place the following week.  

 The seaward ends of the land cables will later be connected to the subsea cables (not installed yet) (Photos 4.6 & 4.7). 

 Various HVDC towers were viewed in the Forteau area. (Photo 4.9) 

 The stockpile of processed rock fill (with 100% completion) that will be used to backfill the submarine cables was viewed 

at the docking facility adjacent to the Forteau rock quarry. 

 All of the work is good quality and in accordance with the accepted standards. 

 

10. L’ANSE-AU-DIABLE ELECTRODE STATION 

All civil works at the L’Anse-Au-Diable Electrode Station were substantially completed at the time of the November 5, 2015 IE 
site visit. Photographs taken during the visit are presented in Appendix A – Section 4. The following items were observed: 

 

The shoreline dyke  is completed (Photos 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14). 

 

 The electrode wells have been competed and covered with a sacrificial protective layer of granular backfill. 

 The electrodes in the wells and all connecting cables have not yet been installed.  The cables will be installed in a trench 

along the inner berm (Photo 4.12) in 2016.   

 The upper inner slope, crest and full height outer slope of the dyke are covered by armour stone erosion protection. The 

armour stone consists of equidimensional blocks of very strong granitic gneiss rock.   

 All of the work is high quality and in keeping with accepted standards.  In particular the armour stone placement works 

are of exceptionally high quality, generally better than the norm for breakwater installations. 

 

11. DOWDEN’S POINT ELECTRODE STATION 

All civil works at the Dowden’s Point Electrode Station were substantially completed at the time of the November 6, 2015 site 
visit, awaiting installation of electrodes and connecting cables next spring. The work is of high quality and in accordance with 
accepted standards.  In particular the armour stone placement works are of exceptionally high quality, generally better than 
the norm for breakwater installations. Photographs taken during the visit are presented in Appendix A – Section 5. 

 

12. SOLDIER’S POND SWITCHYARD 

General site preparation is complete at the time of the November 6, 2015 IE site visit. Cast-in-place foundations work is well 
underway and erection of structural steel for the converter building has started. No electrical equipment had arrived onsite.  

Photographs taken during the visit are presented in Appendix A – Section 5. The following observations were made during the 
site visit: 
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 Erection of the steel framework of the synchronous condenser building is at an advanced stage (Photo 5.1). 

 The perimiter footings of the AC control building (Photos 5.2 and 5.3) have been completed. 

 The ongoing work is focused on foundation construction for many major facilities. The concrete pads and contain-

ment pits for the Synchronous Condensers transformers (Photos 5.4 and 5.5) were at very advanced stage with the 

transformers already installed on the concrete pads. The next concrete lift for the water tank will be at roof level (Pho-

to 5.6). 

 Foundation footings and/or base slabs were being constructed for AC/DC converter (Photos 5.7 and 5.9) and the DC 

transformer (Photos 5.7 and 5.8).  The perimeter footings of the AC/DC converter facility were completed at the south 

side of this facility and the formwork and reinforcement were in place for the footings at the north side (Photo 5.9). 

 Concreting of the convertor oil/water separator (Photo 5.10) at the southern end of the site was also in an advanced 

stage. 

 Many of the Gantry footings were either completed or in advanced stage of completeion (Photos 5.11 and 5.12). 

 Precast foundations scheduled for erection next spring have been delivered and stored onsite (Photo 5.13). 

 It was expected that work on site would only continue for several more weeks before shutting down for the winter 

months. 

 It was observed that construction works quality is being done to a high standard. The site work appeared to be on 

schedule. 

 

13. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions and comments are presented. 

 Works at the North Spur are proceeding well and are generally ahead of schedule.  The upstream slurry/cement cut-off 

wall has been completed and the upstream impervious blankets, together with the granular transition zones and the rip 

rap slope protection have been constructed up to el 27.0 m.  The second phase of the cutoff wall will be completed in the 

spring. Work on the downstream slope stabilization has begun ahead of schedule. Significant excavations works and 

some fill placement have been carried out.  Most work on permanent fill placement has been discontinued for the winter 

months, although excavation works in the downstream slope will continue until forced to cease by winter conditions.  All 

excavations and fill placement works are of good quality and no significant geotechnical problems have been encoun-

tered. This contract has no significant issues either contractually or technically and should be completed on time. 

 Work on the spillway is at a very advanced stage and 100% of concrete placement for the main structure has been com-

pleted.  A few small concrete pours remained on the left and right transition dams at the time of the IE site visit.  Prepara-

tory works for gate guide installations were underway and steel components of the gate and stop log guides were being 

delivered and stockpiled in the Upstream Spillway bay. This complies with the major schedule milestone of river diver-

sion.The activities and construction works observed during the site visit were all in accordance with good construction 

practice standards. 

 At the powerhouse, the contractor was carrying out various concrete placement works on the scroll cases and base areas 

of the all four generator units.  The contractor was dismantling the shelter at the time of the IE site visit and some work to 

Units 1 and 2 was being temporarily suspended for safety reasons due to this activity.  Temporary shelters and heaters 

have been installed at the sites of ongoing works at all 4 units, so that construction works can proceed during the upcom-

ing winter months. There has been schedule slippage at the Powerhouse and Intake area and the LCP team is working 

with the contractor to update the schedule by the end of Q1 2016.   
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 Fill placement works were being carried out for a starter berm of the main river channel Cofferdam and the Powerhouse 

Intake Cofferdam at the time of the IE site visit. 

 Works are proceeding at the new Churchill Falls switchyard.  All excavations, fill placement and site grading have been 

substantially completed.  Foundations are being constructed for many of the electrical structures and buildings. 

 The IE team visited construction operation at the HVAC transmission line between Muskrat Falls and Churchill Falls.  The 

quality of the line clearing and transmission tower construction work is very good.  All work is being carried out in a very 

safe manner, in accordance with Nalcor safety guidelines and regulations.   

 At the Forteau submarine cable landfall site, all directional drilling has been completed.  The pilot cables have been 

placed in the three drilled conduits under the shoreline area and the three land cables have been placed in a trench be-

tween the shoreline landfall site and the inland converter switchyard.  These cables have not yet been backfilled. Scaf-

folding has been placed and works were proceeding at the three electrode towers in the converter/switchyard. 

 Construction works at of the L'Anse-Au-Diable electrode station were very advanced at the time of the IE site visit.  The 

shoreline dyke is completed and the upper inner slope, crest and full height outer slope of the dyke are covered by ar-

mour stone erosion protection.  The electrode wells and cables have not yet been installed.  These will be constructed in 

in a trench along the inner berm in 2016.  

 All civil works at the Dowden’s Point Electrode Station were substantially completed at the time of the IE site visit. The 

shoreline dyke is fully completed and the electrode wells and connecting cable have been installed adjacent to the inner 

toe of the dyke.  The upper inner slope, crest and full height outer slope of the dyke are covered by armour stone erosion 

protection. 

 Work at the DC/AC conversion facility at Soldier’s Pond is proceeding on schedule.   All general site grading has been 

completed.  Current work is focusing on foundation construction for most of the facilities.   

 At all sites, the construction works are being carried out in compliance with very high standards of safety and environmen-

tal criteria. 
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Section - 1 

Muskrat Falls – North Spur 

November 3, 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 1.1:  Upstream slope - Overall view of the upstream slope of the North Spur, looking northwards,  
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Photo 1.2:  Upstream slope. View looking southwards. 

 

 

Photo 1.3:  Upstream slope - Upstream toe at el 27 m; view is looking south along the rip rap covered slope. 
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Photo 1.4:  Upstream slope; view looking northwest along the rip rap covered toe berm. 

 

 

Photo 1.5:  Upstream slope, view of  the north end of the cement/slurry cutoff in the area of the transition zone with the 
northwest cutoff. 
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Photo 1.6:  Top of North spur. View of the excavated trench where the northwest slurry cement cut-off wall will be constructed 
in 2016. 

 

 

Photo 1.7:  Upstream slope; crane used with clam-shell bucket to excavate the deeper three panels of the upstream slope 
cut-off wall to depths of more than 15m. 
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Photo 1.8:  Clamshell bucket, used for deeper sections of the upstream cut-off wall.  This bucket will be used for the north-
west cut-off wall in 2016. 

 

 

Photo 1.9:  Batch plant for mixing the cement bentonite concrete of the cut-off wall. 
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Photo 1.10:  Upstream slope.  Placement of temporary winter protective blanket of sand over the top of the till blanket. 

 

 

Photo 1.11:  Upstream slope, south end, View of pale brown upper sands overlying dark brown silt/clay deposit in the slope 
face. 
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Photo 1.12:  Upstream slope.  Excavation and placement of sand protective layer in the transition area at the north end of the 
cement slurry cut-off wall. 

 

 

Photo 1.13:  Upstream slope above the cut-off transition.  Photograph shows the discordant layering in the Upper Clay/Sand 
zone.  The layering in the lower zone, right of the backhoe, is tilted into the hillside. After discussions with SNC geotechnical 
staff it was concluded that ,while this is possibly a result of local slumping, it is more likely an glacial kettle feature..  
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Photo 1.14:  Downstream slope of the north spur as viewed from the Muskrat Falls Spillway. 

 

 

Photo 1.15:  Downstream slope.  View looking southwards, showing the slope flattening excavations.  The North Spur rock knoll 
is in the background. 
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Photo 1.16:  Downstream slope; slope flattening excavations in the central area. 

 

 

 

Photo 1.17:  Downstream slope.  View of initial excavations at the base of the scarp of the 1978 landslide.   
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Photo 1.18:  Downstream slope; preliminary excavations underway at the top of the north end of the natural slope.  This en-
tire slope will be flattened. 

 

 

Photo 1.19:  Downstream slope; slope flattening excavation at the top of the northern area of the slope.  The orange stakes 
show the final grade of the slope. 
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Photo 1.20:  Downstream slope.  Rip rap/rockfill placement at the south end shoreline area. 

 

 

Photo 1.21:  Kettle Lakes outlet gully. 
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Photo 1.22:  Outlet pipe for the line of pumped wells; located in the ravine downstream of the Kettle Lakes. 
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Section - 2 

Muskrat Falls – Spillway and Powerhouse 

November 3, 2015 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 2.1:  Spillway structure, looking upstream. 
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Photo 2.2:  Spillway outlet. 

 

 

Photo 2.3:  Spillway, view looking downstream.  Gate embedded parts being stockpiled on the upstream side of the spillway. 
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Photo 2.4:  Concrete transition dam at right side of the spillway. 

 

 

Photo 2.5:  Waterstop detail in the right transition dam. 
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Photo 2.6:  Powerhouse -- ICS structure over units 1 and 2 is currently being dismantled. 

 

 

Photo 2.7:  Powerhouse -- ICS structure over units 1 and 2 is currently being dismantled. View from the downstream side. 
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Photo 2.8:  Powerhouse -- View of the partially dismantled ICS structure from the upstream side.  The base of the Intake Coffer-
dam is visible in the foreground. 

 

 

Photo 2.9:  Powerhouse - Formwork and scaffolding in Unit 2 area. 
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Photo 2.10:  Powerhouse- Formwork and scaffolding in Unit 1 area. 

 

 

Photo 2.11:  Powerhouse/Intake. Rock excavations for Unit 3 visible in the centre background of the photo.Cold weather shelters 
over the sites of Units 3 and 4 visible in the foreground.  The heater unit is visible between the shelters. 
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Photo 2.12:  Powerhouse/Intake- View of Units 3 and 4. 

 

 

Photo 2.13:  Powerhouse - View looking towards the downstream side of Units 1 and 2. 
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Photo 2.14:  Intake cofferdam; placing impervious till core.  The upstream end of the spillway training wall is visible on the left.    

 

 

Photo 2.15:  Layout of Intake Cofferdam. 
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Photo 2.16:  Left bank Cofferdam, looking upstream. 

 

 

Photo 2.17:  Left bank Cofferdam, looking downstream. 
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Section - 3 

Churchill Falls Switchyard  

HVAC and HVDC Transmission Lines 

 

November 4, 2015 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 3.1:  Churchill Falls Switchyard, precast individual equipement footings / piers. 
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Photo 3.2:  Churchill Falls Switchyard, footings and rebar for concrete walls. 

 

 

Photo 3.3:  Churchill Falls Switchyard. 
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Photo 3.4:  Churchill Falls Switchyard, GIS building. 

 

 

Photo 3.5:  Churchill Falls Switchyard, blast walls for transformers. 
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Photo 3.6:  250 m extension of old Churchill Falls Switchyard. 

 

 

Photo 3.7:  HVAC Transmission line.  Winch feeding new cable to a transmission tower. 
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Photo 3.8:  HVAC Transmission line.  New cable being fed through the pulley of the nearest tower. 

 

 

Photo 3.9:  HVAC Transmission line.  New cable being fed through the pulley. 
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Photo 3.10:  HVAC transmission line ROW clearing and clean up. 

 

 

Photo 3.11:  Completed HVAC transmission line. 
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Photo 3.12: HVDC transmission line grillage foundation. 

 

 

Photo 3.13: HVDC transmission line assembly. 
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Photo 3.14: HVDC transmission line guided tower erection.  
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Photo 3.15: Material yard. 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 3.16: Material yard. 
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Section - 4 

Forteau and L'Anse-au-Diable Facilities 

November 5, 2015 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 4.1:  Forteau cable landfall site. View of the cable trench between the shoreline facilities and the transition compound. 
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Photo 4.2:  Forteau cable landfall site. Land cable concrete vault transition from trench to the vertical termination. 

 

 
Photo 4.3: Forteau cable landfall site. Scaffolding works for the three cables at the inland transition site. 
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Photo 4.4:   Forteau cable landfall site. Vertical cable coming up from concrete vault. 

 

 
Photo 4.5:  Forteau cable landfall site. Wooden shelter for the vertical termination installation. 
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Photo 4.6:  Forteau cable landfall site. View of the three cables in the cable trench to the transition compound. The collar of the 
inclined drilled cable boring can be seen on the right side of the two blue cables.  

 

 
Photo 4.7:  Forteau cable landfall site.  Inclined collar of the inclined cable casing. 
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Photo 4.8:  Forteau cable landfall site.  Section of the HVDC cable that is installed in the trench between the landfall site and the 
transition compound .  The submarine cable will have much thicker reinforcement around the electrode core. 
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Photo 4.9:  Typical HVDC transmission tower installed near Forteau. 

 

 
Photo 4.10:  Forteau rock quarry area.  Stockpile of processed rockfill at the docking facility. 
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Photo 4.11:  L'Anse-au-Diable Electrode Station.  View of the armourstone dike. 

 

 
Photo 4.12:  L'Anse-au-Diable Electrode Station.   Interior of the dike.  The electrodes connecting cables will be  installed in a 
trench along the roadway.  
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Photo 4.13:  L'Anse-au-Diable Electrode Station.   South outer slope of the armourstone dike. 

 

 
Photo 4.14:  L'Anse-au-Diable Electrode Station. Northeast outer slope of the armourstone dike. 
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Section - 5 
Soldiers Pond and Dowdens Point Facilities 

November 6, 2015 
 
 

 

 

Photo 5.1  Soldiers Pond Synchronous Condensor Building - Steel Superstructure. 
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Photo 5.2  Substation Control Building Concrete Foundations. 

 

 

Photo 5.3  Control Building Concrete Foundations – Periferal Cable Trench. 
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Photo 5.4  Synchronous Condensers Spare Transformer Pad/Containment Pit (Steel Superstructure in background) . 

 

 

Photo 5.5  Synchronosous Condensers Transformers Installed on Concrtete Pads inside Containment Pits. 
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Photo 5.6  Water Tank with Completed Perimeter Walls. 

 

 

Photo 5.7  Convertor Transformers Concrete Footings. 
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Photo 5.8  Convertor Transformers Concrete Footings - Separation/Fire Walls Formwork Ready for Concreting. 

 

 

Photo 5.9  Convertor Building Concrete Foundations. 
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Photo 5.10  Convertor Station Oil/Water Separator. 

 

 

Photo 5.11  Hoarded and Heated Newly Placed Concrete into Gantry Footing Formwork. 
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Photo 5.12  Ready for Concrete Placement Gantry Footing. 

 

 

Photo 5.13  Completed Gantry Footings. Individual Precast Piers Ready for Placemnt in the Spring of 2016. 
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Photo 5.14  Dowden’s Point Electrod Site - Fully Complete Civil Works. 

 

 

Photo 5.15  Dowden’s Point Breakwater - Exceptionally High Quality of Armour Stone Placement Works.  

 


